ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigate the topological interference management (TIM) for MIMO interference broadcast channels (IBC) under the fixed topology, where only topology information is needed to cancel the inter-cell interference (ICI). For the single user case, where the MIMO IBC network is reduced to the MIMO interference channel (IC) networks, we propose one novel TIM scheme by exploiting the solution to the corresponding SISO IC TIM based on topology information. And also, we present one theorem to characterize the achievable degrees of freedom (DoFs). For the multiple user case, assuming that each BS not only knows topology information but also knows the channel state information at transmitters (CSIT) within its own cell, we propose two novel TIM schemes, i.e., the virtual user compression-based scheme and the virtual base station extension-based scheme. For each scheme, we design transceivers to cancel both the ICI only based on the topology information by exploiting the solution to the corresponding SISO IC TIM and the multiple user interference (MUI) within its own cell based on the CSIT. Furthermore, we present one theorem to characterize the achievable DoF, respectively. Moreover, we prove that the DoF achieved by the virtual base station extension-based scheme is higher than or equal to that achieved by the virtual user compression-based scheme. Hence, the achievable DoF of MIMO IBC TIM is lower bounded by the optimal DoF attainable for the base station extension scheme. Furthermore, the numerical results show that our schemes can achieve significant performance gain against the traditional interference avoidance scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interference management plays a critical role in future wireless communication networks [1] , [2] . As one of the effective interference management techniques, interference alignment (IA) was initially proposed in [3] . IA is capable of compressing the dimension of the interference subspace as much as possible so that the signal subspace can be granted more degrees of freedom (DoF), while keeping the interference subspace and signal subspace separable. Hence, IA attracts intensive research focuses and IA schemes are investigated for various networks, for example, MIMO interference channel (IC) networks [4] , [5] , MIMO interference for SISO networks and symmetric MIMO networks where all nodes are equipped with the same number of antennas. Furthermore, under the fixed topology, the SIMO IC TIM was investigated in [15] , where it showed that the optimal DoF for the 4-to-1 1 × 2 SIMO TIM is 3 5 . For SISO IC, [16] proposed a transmitter cooperation based TIM scheme. For MIMO IC networks, the transmitter cooperation based TIM scheme is proposed in [17] . Moreover, for hexagonal cellular networks with multi-layer interference model, [18] presented the DoF outer bound and inner bound for TIM schemes. Furthermore, [19] claimed that it is equivalent between solving the SISO IC TIM and solving an matrix completion issue over a finite filed. Reference [20] transformed the SISO IC TIM problem into an matrix completion problem and proposed Alternating Projection (AP) method to fulfill the low-rank matrix. For SISO IC, [21] proposed a Riemannian Pursuit algorithm to solve the low rank matrix completion based TIM problem.
On the other hand, the alternating connectivity based TIM schemes have also been explored under the varying network topology which results in the varying connectivties. For 2-user SISO IC, 3-user SISO IC and X networks, [22] analyzed the outer bound of the achievable DoF. For the two cell IBC with two users in each cell, [23] proposed a mixed CSIT based TIM scheme with the alternating connectivity, where the global topological information about the inter-cell topological information and the perfect local CSIT within its own cell is available to each BS. Specifically, [23] concluded the sum DoF outer bounds for SISO IBC networks, MISO IBC networks and MIMO IBC networks, respectively. For a detailed overview about the TIM for wireless networks, the interested readers are referred to [24] and the references therein.
However, TIM schemes for MIMO IBC with general configuration is still an open problem. Against this background, we investigate MIMO IBC TIM problem in this paper under the fixed topology. Our main contribution are as follows:
1) For single user case, where each cell has only one user, i.e., MIMO IC system, assuming that each base station (BS) only has the topological information, we propose a novel topological TIM scheme. Specifically, by carefully exploiting the corresponding SISO IC TIM solution, the proposed scheme can cancel the inter-cell interference (ICI) only based on topology information. Furthermore, we present one theorem to characterize the achievable DoF. 2) For general MIMO IBC, assuming that each BS knows not only the topology information, but also the only CSIT of its own users [23] , we propose two novel TIM schemes, i.e., virtual user compression based scheme and virtual base station extension based scheme. For each scheme, we design transceivers by carefully exploiting the corresponding SISO IC TIM solution to cancel the ICI only based on topology information. Furthermore, the multiple user interference (MUI) within its own cell is canceled based on CSIT of its own users.
Moreover, for each scheme, we present one theorem to characterize the achievable DoF. 3) For general MIMO IBC, we prove that the DoF achieved by the base station extension scheme is higher than or equal to that by user compression scheme. Hence, we also present one theorem to characterize the DoF inner bound of MIMO IBC TIM problems. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model of general MIMO IBC is introduced. In Section III, one TIM scheme is proposed for MIMO IC which is a special case of MIMO IBC with only one single user in each cell, then two novel TIM schemes are proposed for general MIMO IBC TIM and the DoF inner bound is also characterized. Numerical results are provided in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is offered in Section V.
Notations: The lower case is used for scalars, while the upper and the lower boldface are used for matrix A A A and vector a a a, respectively. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The MIMO IBC system considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 
where G G G i is used for multiuser interference (MUI) cancellation and will be discussed later, whiles β i is the β-th transmitted signal ins s s i . Furthermore, the transmitted data signal block from BS i over T time slots is denoted as the (Q × T )-dimensional matrixS S S i , and each element of which is a linear combination of the transmitted data signals 
Moreover, the construction ofS S S i plays the critical role for the design of TIM schemes and will be discussed later. Furthermore, an (M i × Q)-dimensional precoding matrix V V V i is invoked at the BS i, so that the (M i × T )-dimensional transmitted signal block X X X i from BS i over T time slots can be expressed as
In wireless communication system, due to path loss and shadowing, wireless links may experience attenuation [14] . In this case, some interference links could be very weak. At each receiver, if collective interference power of one link is below a prechosen threshold, it is treated as a weak link, otherwise, it is treated as a significant interference link [14] . Furthermore, a (
can be constructed as follows [14] 
where the entry t m ij of T T T indicates whether there exists a significant interference link from BS m to user[i, j] or not [14] .
Furthermore, a significant interference set S can be constructed as [20] 
where the element (m, [i, j]) ∈ S shows that there exists a significant interference link from BS m to user [i, j] in Fig. 1 . By ignoring all these weak channels, it is reduced to a partially connected MIMO IBC model [14] , [25] and this partial connectivity could be exploited to improve the system performance [14] , [25] . Moreover, by taking account to this partial connectivity, the (
where (6) where N N N ij = U U U H ij N N N ij is the noise component.
III. MIMO IBC TOPOLOGICAL INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT
Assuming that each node has the topology information of the network, i.e., topological matrix T T T , and also each BS has the perfect CSI between itself and the users within its own cell [23] . The MIMO IBC TIM problem considered in this paper is to jointly design the precoding matrices , in order to cancel the ICI as well as guarantee the sufficient DoF for the system. However, it is difficult to obtain the optimal solutions U U U ij, V V V i ,S S S i 1≤i≤L,1≤j≤K i for maximizing the DoF, if it is not impossible. In this case, the suboptimal solutions to the MIMO IBC TIM problem are investigated in this paper. Specifically, we propose two schemes for this MIMO IBC TIM problem, i.e., virtual user compression based scheme and virtual base station extension based scheme, which will be discussed in details later on. The inspiration of both MIMO IBC TIM schemes comes from the MIMO IC TIM scheme which will be proposed in this paper at first. Moreover, a DoF inner bound can be obtained for the MIMO IBC TIM problem based on the proposed schemes. 
A. SINGLE USER CASE
In this case each cell only has one user, and the MIMO IBC network in Fig. 1 is reduced to a MIMO IC network, as shown in Fig. 2 . The user served by BS i is denoted as user i, which is equipped with N i antennas.
BS i transmits di data symbols to user i over T time slots, which can be collectively expressed as a ( 
The topology matrix T T T = t ij L×L ∈ {0, 1} L×L for this system is formed, where its (i, j)-th elements t ij , indicating that whether there is a significant interference link from BS j to user i or not [14] 
1, a significant interfernce link exists from BS j to user i; 0, a weak interfernce link exists from BS j to user i or m = i.
LetS represent the set of all significant interference links, given asS
the (i, j)-th element (i, j) inS indicates that there exists a significant interference link from BS j to user i.
Accordingly, by ignoring weak interference links, the received signal matrix
where H H H ij ∈ C N ij ×M m is the channel matrix from BS i to user j and N N N i ∈ C N i ×T ,i ∈ {1, 2, ...L} is the independent Gaussian noise matrix at user i. (11) where N N N i = U U U H i N N N i is the independent noise matrix. (7), the (1 × T )-dimensional transmit signal vector x x x i at BS i over T time slots is given by
Based on (10), the (1×T )-dimensional received signal vector y y y i over T time slots at user i can be expressed as
38058 VOLUME 7, 2019 where h ij is the channel matrix from BS i to user j and n n n i is the independent interference noise vector at user i. Transpose the received signal y y y i , we obtain y y y i = y y y
where n n n i = n n n T i . Furthermore, the (T × 1)-dimensional decoding vector u u u i is used to generate the decision signal y i as (16) where n i = u u u T i n n n i . Since it is assumed that this K -user SISO IC can achieve 
Upon substituting (17) into (16), we obtain
which is interference-free for user i. (17) for the corresponding SISO IC TIM can be determined only based on the by the network topology matrix T T T and is independent of CSIT. The specific design schemes for SISO IC TIM have been intensively discussed, for example, by the index coding scheme [14] , or matrix completion based scheme [20] , [21] , which are beyond the scope of this paper.
Once the v v v i and u u u i can be determined, we can design the TIM scheme for L-user MIMO IC networks, we consider the TIM problem in two different scenarios:
Step 1: Design the transmitted symbol matrix S S S i By setting
We can design the (M i T ×T )-dimensional transmitted symbol matrix S S S i over T time slots at BS i as follows
Step 2:
By exploiting the precoding vector v v v i for SISO IC TIM, the precoding matrix V V V i for MIMO IC TIM can be designed as
and the (M i × T )-dimensional transmitted signal matrix X X X i can be constructed as
According to (10) , the (N i × T )-dimensional received signal matrix Y Y Y i over T time slots at user i can be written as (23) where N N N i is the (N i × T )-dimensional independent noise matrix at user i.
Step (24) where
By exploiting the decoding vector u u u i for SISO TIM, the decoding matrix U U U i for MIMO TIM can be designed as
Then using the decoding matrix U U U i to generate the processed signal vector y y y i as
where n n n i =û û u T i N N N i . Upon substituting (17) into (26), we have
Step 5: Transpose the signal vector y y y i We can transpose the received signal vector y y y i in (27) y y y i = y y y
where n n n i = n n n T i . Now we get the interference-free signals for user i.
Without loss of generality, we assume there is only one user i with M i > N i . Then we have the following steps to implement the K -user MIMO IC TIM for user i.
Step 1: Design the transmitted symbol matrix S S S i By setting d i = N i , the original (N i × 1)-dimensional transmit symbol vector s s s i at BS i can be expressed as
We can design the (N i T ×T )-dimensional transmitted symbol matrix S S S i at BS i as follows
By exploiting the precoding vector v v v i for SISO TIM, the precoding matrix V V V i for MIMO TIM can be designed as
and the (N i ×T )-dimensional transmitted signal matrix X X X i can be constructed as
Step 3: The X X X i is further processed by a precoding matrix 
where N N N i is the (N i × T )-independent noise matrix at user i, and the (N j × N i )-dimensional channel matrix H H H ij = H H H ij F F F j can be treated as an effective channel matrix between user i and BS j.
Step 
where
By exploiting the decoding vector u u u i for SISO IC TIM, the decoding matrix U U U i for MIMO IC TIM can be designed as
Then use the decoding matrix U U U i to generate the decision signal vector y y y i as 
where n n n i = n n n T i . Note that there is no interference left in the received signals at user i and rank(H H H ii ) = N i , the achievable DoF isd i = N i T for user i per time slot. For other users, the transmission scheme follows the steps in case 1.
Combining case 1 and case 2, we can see that the DoFd i =
for user i per time slot is achievable.
B. MULTIPLE USER CASE
For general MIMO IBC with multiple users, we propose two novel TIM schemes, i.e., virtual user compression based scheme and virtual base station extension based scheme which will be elaborated in the following. 
where the element (m, i) ∈Ŝ indicates that there exists a significant interference link from BS m to virtual user i.
Based on this partially connected MIMO IC model in Fig. 3 , we propose the user compression based MIMO IBC TIM scheme, and the main result is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: For a partially connected MIMO IBC network, if 1 T DoF per time slot per user can be achieved for the corresponding SISO IC of the user compression scheme based partially connected MIMO IC over T time slots,d i DoF per time slot for cell i can be achieved, whered
Proof: Firstly, we assume that M i ≥ N i while the M i < N i case will be discussed later.
Step 1 
this SISO IC TIM can achieve 1 T DoF per user per time slot, as shown in Section III-A.
Consequently, for the partially connected MIMO IBC model, the (N i × N i T )-dimensional precoding matrix V V V i and the (T × 1)-dimensional decoding matrix U U U ij can be designed as
Step 2: Construct the (N i T × T )-dimensional transmitted data signal blockS S S i and the (M i ×T )-dimensional transmitted signalX X X i for BS i. 
The (N i T × T )-dimensional transmitted data signal block S S S i can be designed asS

S S i = I I I T ⊗s s s i ,
Furthermore, due to M i ≥ N i , the transmitted signal block X X X i is processed by a precoding matrix F F F i to obtain the ( 
whereñ ñ n ij =ū ū u T ijN N N ij , and the last equality is based on (42). Obviously, the ICI has been eliminated.
Step 5: Eliminate the MUI. By transposing the received signalỹ ỹ y ij in (50), we havê
Putting up all the received signals ỹ ỹ y ij 1≤i≤L,1≤j≤K i for cell i together, the compound received signalỹ ỹ y i for cell i can be expressed aŝ
whereH H H i i is the (N i × N i )-dimensional equivalent channel matrix from the i-th BS to all the users in cell i, which is given byH
As the equivalent channel matrixH H H i i is generic, it is almost surely full rank, i.e.,rank H H H i i = N i . This is traditional broadcast channels and the MUI can be eliminated by choosing G G G i to be a (N i × N i )-dimensional preprocessing matrix as
To this point, the ICI and MUI for user [i, j] are completely removed, and the achievable DoF 
2) VIRTUAL BASE STATION EXTENSION BASED MIMO IBC TIM SCHEME
The virtual base station extension scheme is to virtually extend the number of BSs in each cell to be same as the number of the users within this cell. [i, j] . Based on this assumption, the original partially connected MIMO IBC model in Fig. 1 can be transformed into a Fig. 4 , we propose the virtual base station extension based MIMO IBC TIM scheme, and the main result is stated in the following theorem. 
Step 1 Consequently, for the partially connected MIMO IBC model, the (N i × N i T )-dimensional precoding matrix V V V i can be designed as
Step 2: Construct the (N i T × T )-dimensional transmitted data signal blockS S S i and the (M i ×T )-dimensional transmitted signalX X X i for BS i
The (N i T × T )-dimensional transmitted data signal block S S S i at BS i can be constructed as
whereS S S ij is the (N ij T × T )-dimensional virtual transmitted data signal block at virtual BS [i, j] , and is designed as
wheres s s ij is the (N ij × 1)-dimensional transmitted data signal vector due to M i ≥ N ij , and is constructed as
where G G G ij is the (N ij ×N i )-dimensional matrix, which consists of the rows from the (
Due to M i ≥ N i , the transmitted signal block X X X i is processed by a precoding matrix F F F i to obtain the (
can be written as: 
Step 4: Employ the (T × 1)-dimensional decoding matrix u u u ij .
By invoking the decoding matrices U U U ij in (59) to process the transposed received signal block in (66), the processed signalỹ ỹ y ij can be expressed as
whereñ ñ n ij = u u u T ijN N N ij , and the last equality is based on (57). The value of a in ij is obtained as
(68) Obviously, the ICI has been eliminated.
whereH H H in ij is (N ij × N in )-dimensional matrix, which consists of the columns from the ( 
whereH H H i i is the (N i × N i )-dimensional equivalent channel matrix from the i-th BS to all the users in cell i and is given byH 
This is a traditional broadcast channel. IfH H H i i is full rank, the MUI can be eliminated by choosing G G G i to be a (N i × N i )-dimensional preprocessing matrix as The following Theorem provides one inner bound of DoF for the MIMO IBC TIM schemes. 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this part, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed MIMO IBC TIM schemes through a simple example. Considering one partially connected MIMO IBC network consisting of 5 BSs, as shown in Fig. 5 . Furthermore, the corresponding topology matrix is given as: Based on this topology matrix, we can see that there only exists weak interference between the cells served by BS 1 and BS 2, which can be ignored. Similarly, there only exists weak interference between the cells served by BS 3 and BS 4, which can be ignored. Consequently, these five BSs can be grouped into three subsets as
where BSs in the same set can simultaneously transmit without causing interference among them. For traditional interference avoidance scheme [20] , we can arrange BSs {1, 2} to transmit in the first time slot, BSs {3, 4} in the second time slot, and BS {5} in the third time slot. Consequently, each BS can transmit min{M i , N i } interference free symbols in three time slots to the corresponding users. Consequently,
DoF per cell per time slot can be achieved. However, we can achieve
DoF per cell per time slot using the TIM scheme proposed in this paper, which achieves 16% performance gain against the traditional interference avoidance scheme. Specifically, according to the user compression based MIMO IBC TIM scheme, we compress the user [3, 1] and user [3, 2] in cell 3 to be a virtual user, then BS 3 only serves one user. The corresponding topology matrix can be written as
and the solution to the corresponding SISO IC TIM can be obtained [20] . Specifically, the (1×2)-dimensional precoding vector v v v i can be designed as
and the (2×1)-dimensional decoding vector u u u i , i ∈ {1, 2, ...5} can be designed as
Then following the steps of the user compression based TIM scheme as shown in Section III-B.1, each BS can achieve DoF min{M i , N i } over two time slots. Hence, DoF
is per cell per time slot is guaranteed.
On the other hand, according to the virtual base station extension based MIMO IBC TIM scheme, then the number of base stations in each cell is virtually expanded to the number of users in the cell. The corresponding topology matrix can be written as: 
Then following the steps of the virtual base station extension based TIM scheme as shown in Section III-B.2, each cell can achieve min{M i , N i } DoF over two time slots. Hence, DoF
per cell per time slot is guaranteed. Note that in this case both the user compression scheme and base station extension scheme achieve the same DoF.
In Fig. 6 , the achievable DoF per cell per time slot is plotted against the number of antennas at BS for both our proposed schemes and the interference avoidance scheme for the partially connected MIMO IBC network consisting of 5 BSs, as shown in Fig. 5 . Specifically, we assume that N i = M i = M , ∀i. As we can see from Fig. 6 that our proposed schemes can significantly outperform the traditional interference avoidance scheme and achieve 16% performance gain.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate the MIMO IBC TIM problem under the fixed network topology. For single user case, we propose a carefully designed TIM scheme, and conclude the achievable DoF. For multiple user case, we propose two novel schemes, i.e., virtual user compression based scheme and virtual base station extension based scheme. Hence, the achievable DoF of the MIMO IBC TIM is lower bounded by the DoF attainable by the base station extension scheme. 
